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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d firstly like acknowledge that we are meeting on Wakka Wakka (? - confirm with conference organisers) Country today and pay my respects to ancestors past, present and emerging. The Bunya Mountains are a hugely significant meeting place where thousands of people would gather for the bunya nut festivalWhen talking about place, it’s important that we acknowledge the 80,000 year connection to place that First Nation’s people maintain, and the 80,000 years of Arts and culture that have been practised across this continent.



Brooke Williams
Director, Fourfold Studio

Street art by Sirmano

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our discussion this morning is on placemaking… so being first off the rank … what we mean by this word (popular / through covid, incredibly powerful.)Discovering placemaking has been an international journey… �For me the journey started back before the word existed…Graphic Design - originally studied graphic design at QCA - you wouldn’t know it, google stick people - teach my 5 year old 



Art by Emily  
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Now she is better than me.



URBAN 
DESIGN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My background is in urban design. This is an industry where we develop strategies, Provide the infrastructure and amenity, but what happens after we walk away 



BUILD IT & THEY WILL COME?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For me this was always the missing link. What about the energy and vibrancy, the passion and commitment of a proud community. The ongoing creativity and culture of place. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moved on to activate with events – bring community to life – new connections between people and place.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Led me to CoDesign Studio and now Fourfold – We have been able to push the boundaries of traditional city making. Tools such as tactical urbanism and co-design can shift the focus and make the citymaking process far more accessible at the local level.Seeing the growth of this movement and its power to revitalise streets, public spaces and the struggling business community in Victoria. Such simple moves have made a huge impact. The community are now wanting to see aspects of this kept.I have a lot of learnings from this phase which i can’t go into now but would love delve into this further during our panel discussion.



Graphic Artist – Sean 
Leahy
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Presentation Notes
So supported by my fabulous small team of 4…



We operate at the 
intersection of four sectors 
to apply a holistic 
approach to place 
transformation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Backgrounds in a range of industries enabling us to deliver a layered approach that crosses the many aspects of public life.Traditional approaches can be siloed and result in one-dimensional outcomes.



Our Approach                      



WHAT IS PLACEMAKING?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placemaking is a process 3 ingredients to successLocally-ledCollaborative – partnership Self sustaining governance model



HARDWARE SOFTWARE

‘Software’

Hardware



HARDWARE   SOFTWARE



HARDWARE SOFTWARE



HARDWARE &  SOFTWARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ocean Street Precinct



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally, we shape a place and its done. We see our role being much more than that. For example, An upgrade to a main street - traders struggle and can use activation to survive. They also need to have the capacity to bring the place to life post delivery. If we get all these things working together, this is where the magic happens.



Imagine what we could achieve if the creative 
and built environment industries collaborated 

more often?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn post – clear concept resonates.Innovation - is often seeded when two separate industries get together and apply old thinking to new contexts. As placemakers we are naturally collaborators – we see this in action all the time. I’ve put together some examples of where we have been involved in facilitating this collaboration and the influence on the city making process.



Moreton Says
Graphic 
Recording
MORETON BAY
REGIONAL COUNCIL

Collaborators: 
VoconiQ
Fourfold Studio
Sean Leahy

Broadening the conversation
Co-designing places

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At its simplest, creative artists help us broaden the conversationResponsive design



Palmwoods 
Placemaking
SUNSHINE COAST  
REGIONAL COUNCIL

Collaborators: 
Palmwoods residents, local 
businesses & creative 
community
Fourfold Studio (previously 
CoDesign)

Distinctive place identity
Supporting locals through construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about collaborations between business and the creative industry to create an authentic place identity while supporting local businesses through the challenges of construction.



Creative CBD 
Toowoomba
TOOWOOMBA 
REGIONAL COUNCIL

Collaborators: 
Renew Australia
Toowoomba’s creative and 
business community
Fourfold Studio

Creative entrepreneurship
Creative entrepreneurship
Re-activating mainstreets and activity centres

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about supporting creative entrepreneurship and land owners while re-activating declining main streets.



Public delight and discovery
CBD Covid-19 recovery Urban Blooms

CITY OF MELBOURNE

Collaborators: 
Local florists 
Local arts / businesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about resilience and recovery to delight and entertain during the covid shutdown.Florist struggling. No one buying flowers.City of Melbourne16 installationsBring people into the city.



Miles 
Streetscape 
Interpretive 
Trail
WESTERN DOWNS  
REGIONAL COUNCIL

Collaborators: 
Local community and business
Vee Design
POMO
Storiedland
Bark Architecture
Fourfold Studio

Capturing history and community stories
Creating a memorable destination

Artists impression - POMO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s places that are brought to life through history and local’s memories through embedded artworks, soundtrails and landscape features.Explain project a little more. PurposeWe recognised the need for different Approach – co-design, action planBrought ats in so it could be embedded.



Northshore 
Place Program
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
QUEENSLAND

Collaborators: 
Bec Mac
Fourfold Studio

Vibrancy and theatrical experience
Activating public spaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about injecting life and theatrical experience into our everyday experience and reaching the everyday audience.



Lismore 
Laneways
CITY OF LISMORE

Collaborators: 
Vee Design
Fourfold Studio

Creative wayfinding and art
Revitalising forgotten spaces

Artists impression - POMO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about revitalisation of forgotten city spaces through creative wayfinding and discovery. Partnership with Back Alley Galley - provide funding for work they are already doing. Leverage their existing skills and interest. Providing them with resources.



Why collaborate with creative industries 
through placemaking initiatives?

• Support creative entrepreneurs and small businesses
• Strengthen and support local economies
• Creating a sense of place
• Activate places
• Revitalisation
• Place pride and attachment
• Build social capital
• Communicate and co-design with communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are big things…Yet creativity is so often overlooked, under budgeted or an after thought on major city scale projects.So where to next… Honestly, I am proud of the progress we are making and the difference our facilitation of more collaboration between the arts and built environment industries. But we are only just scratching the surface.



Where to next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a second, lets imagine something far greater...The social and economic benefits of creativity in cities and neighbourhoods has been well documented yet we know there is a crisis of affordable art spaces Australia wide.On the other side of the story, as designers of public spaces, activation and point of difference are major challenges.It will be collaborations between the city making and creative industries that will bring about innovation to help us actually nurture the arts sector. I’ve been fortunate to be a part of some pretty significant city changing projects during my career and on multiple occasions have been in the room where we are imagining arts and creative precincts that are embedded in the city fabric and thrive bringing both economic and cultural capital to the landscape… or others where we are imagining different commercial models that accept street level contributions as offset to too high rents.But rarely have I seen these ideas get off the ground. Why? We are not talking to the right people. And our industries are operating in silos.�Collingwood Yards for example.We had an office there… no heating etc. hahaPermanent and affordable arts precinct, 50 separate tenancies, 17 artist studios, radio station, galleries, performance spaces public courtyard.This is just one example… so yes.. I can easily imagine what we could achieve if the creative and built environment industries collaborated more often!�We need to advocate for it because otherwise it’s not on the agenda and doesn’t appear in the tenders.



Yes! 
It’s easy to imagine what we could 

achieve.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not saying its not happening anywhere, �There are some incredibly exciting things happening out there…We have to advocate to changes to our process.If we don’t we will continue to fit into the moulds that exist which have too many barriers and maintain the disconnect between our industries.



STAY IN TOUCH
brooke@fourfoldstudio.com.au

@fourfoldstudio
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